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Details on page 119 

Option 2 – Develop an activity to support students deconstruct a text and reflect on its efficacy. 

This is fantastic Evelyn. Thank you for your response. I hope you had a chance to share with others 

who you work with. I would like to use this example with new attendees if you don’t mind. DG 

Due to time constraints, I didn't develop my own activity but used the graphic outline from the module (although I adapted it to 

include key words and helpful vocabulary). I asked students to use this to deconstruct a piece of scientific text on forces and 

motion. The written piece was long and laden with content – it did include some graphical representations of concepts but the 

content is so abstract, that I felt even these did not serve well understanding of ESL students. 

Using the module's graphic outline, students were effectively able to identify structures used in the text. They were able to identify 

the main and sub-headings and could then more easily link these headings to the labeled diagrams, pictures and graphs which 

were meant to support the text. I gave them this to use to deconstruct detailed text of an entire subunit which they had not yet 

been taught ( it was the next unit). On completion of this, they then had been given an overview of a whole unit of concepts that 

they hadn't even been acquainted with yet – I thought this worked really well as it led to less time spent in future lessons on the 

'negotiating' phase, so this allowed more time to batter on with the scientific content and more 'joint-collaboration' activities. We 

also focused on identifying key words from the text that were used under different headings and sub-headings and then link back 

to our graphic outline throughout the unit as they learned new concepts in each following lesson. 

I think this activity worked really well, and I'm definitely going to use this alongside a checklist at the start of units. I really think it 

helped the kids to focus on their success criteria, developed better their understanding, as well as give them invaluable reading 

skills. I'm also going to allow students to use the graphic outline when doing independent research tasks. I think it can also be used 

effectively for listening activities where students can record what they think they have understood from listening tasks and use this 

outline to build up a base of knowledge. I think it is also serves as an excellent planning tool for me when thinking about my 

schemes of work. 

Here is my profiled student's graphic outline: 

Main Headings Sub-Headings Sub-sub-headings Visuals Key Words Helpful 

Vocabulary 

Forces and Motion      

The Turning Effect 

of Forces 

  Figure 5.1 Turning 

effects are used in 

many places 

Turning effect, 

pivot, fulcrum 

 

 Opening a Door  Figure 5.2 The 

distance of the force 

from the point of 

Distance, pivot crucial 

Module 6 
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the pivot is crucial 

 The Moment of a 

Force 

 Figure 5.3 For a 

force to have it's 

biggest effect it has 

to be at 90 degrees 

to the lever 

Moment, force, 

perpendicular, 

pivot, lever 

 

 In balance  Figure 5.4 The 

mooment of the 

heavier child is 

reduced when sits 

closer to the pivot 

so that it balance 

the moment of the 

lighter child 

Counterbalance, 

anticlockwise, 

clockwise, moments 

Load arm, 

positioned, 

crosspiece 

   Figure 5.5 The c 

lockwise and 

anticlockwise 

moments of the the 

crane must be 

balanced 

  

 Centre of Gravity Finding the centre 

of gravity of a sheet 

of card 

Figure 5.6 Can you 

find the point at 

which the ruler 

balances? 

Centre of gravity, 

centre of mass 

Symmetrical, axis, 

original, irregularly 

   Figure 5.7 The 

centre of gravity for 

these three regular 

shapes is where the 

axes of symmetry 

cross. An axis of 

symmetry can be 

found using a plane 

mirror. If you place 

a plane mirrir along 

one of the dotted 

lines in any of the 

above shapes, the 

reflection in the 

mirror looks exactly 
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like the original 

   Figure 5.8 Finding 

the centr of gravity 

for an irregularly 

shaped object 

  

  Objects not pivoted 

at the centre of 

gravity 

Figure 5.9 The 

weight of the beam 

causes a clockwise 

turning effect about 

the pivot 

  

  Centre of gravity 

and stability 

Figure 5.10 Stable 

and unstable 

objects 

stable Narrow, broad, base 

 Forces on a beam  Figure 5.11 The 

forces at the end of 

a beam depends on 

where the load is 

applied 

beam applied 

      

      

 

 

 


